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Overview

Henderson Wholesale, a license holder of grocery store giant SPAR International, completed a trial of the CHEP dolly at 13 
grocery stores in Northern Ireland. The company distributes ambient, fresh and frozen foods to 447 stores there from a new 
warehouse near Belfast. Maximizing the flow of products to stores while minimizing the number of touches is a top priority, as is 
worker safety, sustainability and sales performance.  

Business Need

While the new 180,000 sq. ft. warehouse can store 14,000 pallets, the company needed to streamline the supply chain and 
build more efficiency into the logistics operations in order achieve maximum speed in loading and unloading products, 
especially in the bulk stack area, where fast-moving products used in promotions are managed. 

Solution

The company asked CHEP to identify opportunities that could meet those needs. A key solution was the introduction of the 
CHEP dolly, a wheeled display platform that can be loaded with pre-built promotional displays and easily wheeled from the 
warehouse floor into delivery vehicles. At the store, the dolly can be wheeled into the store, ready for retail sales. The dolly is 
part of CHEP’s last mile solutions strategy.

Benefits

The reuseable plastic 600 x 400 mm retail-ready dolly saves significant time all around, for the warehouse handlers, 
transporters and store personnel. The pre-loaded promotional displays can quickly and easily be moved and maneuvered into 
position from the backstore to the selling floor for easy product replenishments, while saving shelf space. Improved visibility 
of promotional displays and increased sales are also important benefits.
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“ The dolly can reduce 
stock damage, and vehicle 
loading and unloading is 
fast and easy” 
Alan Abraham, Logistics Manager, Hendersons

Let’s talk. Our dedicated Customer Service team will be glad 
to provide further information about CHEP’s managed pooling 
services. Alternatively, you can contact a local representative 
through www.chep.com/chep_in_your_language/

“That’s what it’s all about. We definitely want to incorporate 
dollies in our promotional planning for next year. Whatever 
makes our customers happy makes us happy,” he added. “Plus, 
we like the way CHEP is solutions-oriented and can be 
proactive in our business. We also like CHEP’s business model 
of sustainability with returnable, reusable pallets and containers.”

Working together to develop a better supply chain

CHEP UK & Ireland, Vice-President and Country General 
Manager, Helen Lane, said, “We were very happy with the 
results of the dolly trial. We think the CHEP dolly can be an 
excellent last mile solution for Henderson Wholesale. The 
company is looking to improve the flow of product to the supply 
chain while minimizing the number of touches. The dolly will also 
free up shelf space in stores and provide flexibility in positioning 
promotional displays,” he added. “We think that will result not 
only in improved logistics, but also in increased sales.”

Improved end to end supply chain process

CHEP’s reuseable 600 x 400mm retail-ready dolly has been 
successfully used in store promotions, providing enhanced 
product visibility, easy replenishment at the point of sale and 
improved sales. The wheeled display platform is easy to move 
from the backstore to the selling floor for fast product 
replenishment and maximum sales. 

The trial involved loaded dollies of six-pack cans of soft 
drinks. After the trial, the participating retailers were surveyed. 
Alan Abraham, Henderson Wholesale Logistics Manager, said 
the response was very positive.

““The store managers welcomed a ready-to-display type of 
solution. Sales during the trial period looked very positive -  a 
double-digit growth in sales of the beverages displayed on 
dollies was reported as compared with shelf displays. The 
CHEP dolly improved the end to end supply chain process by 
removing handling stages at both distribution centre and 
store levels. Importantly, it saves staff time in maintaining 
stock levels”.

“The dolly can reduce stock damage, and vehicle loading and 
unloading is fast and easy. Importantly, it saves staff time in 
maintaining stock levels,” he observed. “The general manager 
of one of our biggest retailers told me that the store saved at 
least 10 minutes for each display dolly that was delivered,” 
related Mr. Abraham. 




